
Making a Film with Kleerup 

Flinck, Dahlström & Wadling get roles in Spindelgången 

 

 

 

Swedish actors are lined up for the independent film 

Spindelgången. 

Thorsten Flinck, Freddie Wadling and Alexandra Dahlström are 

backing Andreas Kleerup. 

- Andreas wanted us to cross-pollinate Film Sweden, says the Show 

Me Love actress. 

In early August, Nöjesbladet revealed that Andreas Kleerup will play 

the lead role in a new Swedish-produced feature film, Spindelgången. 

Now it is clear that the artist, Kleerup, has a connection to the 

drama that producer Mille Ballai describes as an avant-garde island 

film. 

Nöjesbladet revealed that musician Thorsten Flinck, 48, musician and 

actor Freddie Wadling, 58, and Alexandra Dahlström, 25, known for Show 

Me Love have supporting roles. 

Also involved is a relative of psychologist Sigmund Freud - artist 

Paul Freud painting the paintings that will be seen in the picture. 

“Gives me advice” 

- Thorsten plays my father, who is also the boss of my ex, 

Alexandra Dahlström. He comes out to my island and gives me 

advice that I do not want. Freddie is a storyteller who comes in 

sometimes to tell the story, says Andreas Kleerup, who plays the 

main character Nathanael Coppelius. 

Thorsten Flinck plays Kleerup’s father, Alexandra 

Dahlström plays his ex and Freddie Wadling narrates. 



He does not worry about there being clashes when so many free thinkers 

come together in the same film. 

- It’s like a hockey team – as long as everyone knows what to do 

then it will go well, he says. 

Alexandra Dahlström agrees. 

- Although we have strong integrity we’re off in the same 

direction, she says. 

“Brilliant film” 

Andreas Kleerup asked her if she wanted to be involved. After reading the script and 

seeing pictures from the set of Tjorn, she was hooked. 

- I think it will be a very fun and brilliant film. I believe absolutely that we 

do not need to worry that it’ll be narrow and complicated. 

 

 

Andreas Kleerup 

FACTS 

This is Spindelgången. 

Spindelgången is produced by Mille Ballai in collaboration with the 

film company Zentropa. The director wants to remain anonymous and goes 

by the name Black Swan. 

Main characters Olimpia and Nathanael Coppelius are played by Ida 

Gyllensten and Andreas Kleerup. Other actors include: Freddie Wadling, 

Thorsten Flinck and Alexandra Dahlström. 

The movie is being recorded right now on the island of Tjorn on the 

West Coast and is expected for release in February 2010. 
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Source: http://www.aftonbladet.se/nojesbladet/film/article5717139.ab 

Translated by: http://alexandra-dahlstrom.net 
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